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Visit each gamification sponsor’s booth, detailed below, to learn more about their
services.
 Snap a selfie with the Industry Partner!
 Post publicly* to social media (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram). Be sure to tag
CACM (@CACMchat) and add the hashtags #NCLSE22 and #CheersTo30Years to earn
points to win great prizes. If you do not use social media platforms, please email photos
to communications@cacm.org.

What does DFR stand for? Moonwalk on over to FIRST ONSITE Property Restoration
Booth 401 to find out and pose with Michael Jackson for a photo.

Oh No! The Aliens damaged my property, stop by IQV Construction & Roofing’s Booth
402 and 404 to fight off Aliens and chat with us while snapping a pic! 

“Stumped” on a landscape issue? Go out on a “limb” and “leaf” it up to the experts! Stop
over at Booth 621 and visit The Davey Tree Expert Company to get to the “root” of the
problem! Grab a selfie too, no “twigs” attached!

What does AP Automation and taking a picture have in common? They’re both a snap!
Learn why at the AvidXChange Booth 114 and take a selfie with the team.

Cheers to how many years? Hughes Gill Cochrane Tinetti is celebrating how many
years of top-notch legal representation in 2022? Stop by Booth 706/708, grab a pic with
one of our expert attorneys, and find out.

Find out what Reliant Construction Management does by speaking with Nicholas
Mounts at Booth 512 -- make sure to take a selfie with him while you're there!

Hip Hop on over to AMS, Inc. Booth 700 for all your construction needs, where you can
join Brian Dutra in the running man dance-off and strike a pose for a picture!

Got any groovy dance moves? Boogie on over to Signature Services Booth 713 to show
us and chat about our services. Don’t forget to snap a pic with our team!

How to Play!
Visit the following Exhibitor Booths to participate in the Cheers To 30 Years Expo Experience

and you could win BIG! It’s as easy as 1-2-3!
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*Please note: Social media profiles must be public so CACM can locate your entries. We want you to earn every point possible!
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